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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider the oscillation and nonoscillation of solutions of the second 
order nonlinear functional differential equation 
[ly'(t)l~sgny'(t)]' ÷q(t)f(y(g(t)))=O, t_>to>O, 
where a > 0 is a constant, q(t) E C([to,~);(0, co)), f(y) C C(R;R), g'(t) > 0 on [t0, c~), and 
limt~c~ g(t) = co. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the oscillatory (and nonoscillatory) behavior of second order func- 
tional differential equations of the type 
[ly'(t)l ~ sgn y ' ( t ) ] '  + q(t ) f  (y (g(t))) = 0, (1.1) 
for which the following conditions are assumed to hold: 
(a) a is a positive constant; 
(b) q(t) is a positive continuous function on [to, co), to > 0; 
(c) g(t) is a positive continuously differentiable function on [to, cx)) such that  g'(t) > 0 for 
t > to and limt--,oo g(t) = c~; 
(d) f (y )  is a nondecreasing and continuous function on ]~ and yf (y )  > 0 for y ~: 0. 
By a solution of (1.1), we mean a function y E CI(T~, oc), Ty _> to, which has the property that  
ly' l~sgn y' E Cl[Ty, oo) and satisfies equation (1.1) for all sufficiently large t in [Ty, c~). Our 
attention will be restricted to those solutions which are nontrivial in the sense that  sup{ly(t)l : 
t > T} > 0 for any T > Ty. Such a solution is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrary large zeros, 
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and otherwise, it is said to be nonoscillatory. By definition, equation (1.1) is oscillatory if all its 
solutions are oscillatory and nonoscillatory otherwise. 
In Section 2, we derive two sufficient conditions for the oscillation and nonoscillation of equa- 
tion (1.1), which is a generalization of the Hille-Kneser oscillation criterion [1, Theorem 2.41] and 
an extension of [2, Theorem 3.1]. In Section 3, we prove that the delay g(t) = t + T does not 
effect the oscillation, where T is a constant. 
For other related results, we refer the reader to [3-7]. 
2. H ILLE-KNESER TYPE  OSCILLAT ION CRITERIA  
In order to derive our main results, we need the following three lemmas. The first is a com- 
parison principle which is due to Kusano and Wang [8, Lemma 1]. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [8, Lemma 1].) Let F(t ,  x) be a continuous function on [to, oo) x R which is 
nondecreasing in x and satisfies sgn F(t,  x) = sgn x for each fixed t >_ to. Let a and g(t) be as 
in (1.1). I f  the differential inequality 
[[x'(t)[ a sgn x'(t)] '  + F (t, x (g(t)) ) <_ 0 
has an eventually positive solution, then so does the differential equation 
[[y'(t)[ ~ sgn y'(t)] '  + F (t, y (g(t))) = O. 
Define the function 
r (c)  := 
aT" - a - 1 + v '~)  
exp 2 ' 
aa+a+l -v~)  
2 
i f0<c<l ,  
if c= 1, 
if c> 1, 
where T = -- In c, A = (aT -- a -- 1) 2 + 4a2T, a = in c, and A = (aa + a + 1) 2 - 4a2a. Then F(c) 
is a positive and continuous function on ]R. 
In [9], Hong, Lian and Yeh dealt with the oscillation of solutions of the differential equation 
A 
[]y'(t)[ a sgn y'(t)] '  + ~ [y(ct)[a sgn y(ct) = O, (2.1) 
and obtained the following sufficient and necessary conditions. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [9, Theorems 2.1,2.2].) Let c > 0 and c ~ 1. Then equation (2.1) is oscillatory 
if and only if A > F(c). 
If c -- 1, Li and Yeh [2] dealt with the problem and obtained the following sufficient and 
necessary conditions. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let c = 1. Then (2.1) is oscillatory if and on ly / fA  > (a / (a  -t- 1)) a+l -- F(1). 
By the above lemmas, we establish the following oscillation criteria which is a generalization 
of the Hille-Kneser oscillation criterion [1, Theorem 2.41] and an extension of [2, Theorem 3.1]. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let k and c > 0 be two constants. Suppose that g(t) > ct + k for t > to and 
[X[ a sgn x 
> z > o, for z ¢ 0, (2.2) 
where 7 is a constant. I f  
r(c) 
l iminf t~+lq(t) > - - ,  (2.3) 
t--.c~ -y 
then equation (1.1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose that equation (1.1) has a nonoscillatory solution y(t). Without loss of gener- 
ality, we may assume that y(t) > O, y(g(t)) > 0, and y(ct + k) > 0 on [T, oo) for some T _> to. 
Since (1.1) implies that  y'(t) is decreasing for t > T, y'(t) is eventually one-signed, that  is, either 
y'(t) > 0 for t _> T or there is T1 >_ T such that y'(t) < 0 for t _> 7"1. The latter case is impossible, 
for if y'(t) < 0 for t >_ 2"1, then, integrating the inequality y'(t) <_ y'(T~), t > T1, from T1 to t 
and letting t --* 0% we see that y(t) --* -oo as t ---* oo, which contradicts the assumed positivity 
of y(t). Thus, y'(t) > 0 for t > T. It follows from (2.2) and g(t) >_ ct + k that y(t) is a positive 
solution of the equation 
[ly'(t)l a sgn y'(t)] '  + vq(t) ly(ct  + k)l ~ sgn y(ct + k) <_ O, t~max 
By Lemma 2.1, the differential equation 
[Ix'(t)l a sgn x'(t)] '  + vq(t) [x(ct + k)l a sgn x(ct + k) = 0 (2.4) 
is nonoscillatory. Since F(t) is a continuous function on JR, (2.3) implies that  there exist two 
numbers m < c and ), such that 
ta+lq(t) > A > r(m____)) 
7 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, the differential equation 
[lu'(t)l ~ sgn u'(t)] '  + t-~+llu(rnt)l ~sgn u(mt) = 0 (2.5) 
is oscillatory. However, it follows from (2.4) and Lemma 2.1 that equation (2.5) is nonoscillatory, 
which is a contradiction. This contradiction completes our proof. | 
THEOREM 2.5. Let k and c > 0 be two constants. Suppose that g(t) < ct + k for t > to and 
f(x) < % for x ~ O, (2.6) 0< ix l~sgnx_  
where "y is a constant. If 
lim sup t~+lq(t) < - - ,  (2.7) 
t--.oo "): 
then equation (1.1) is nonoscillatory. 
PROOF. Since F(t) is a continuous function on N, it follows from (2.7) that there exist two 
numbers m > c and A such that 
t~+lq(t) < A < - -  -y 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, equation (2.5) has a nonoscillatory solution u(t). We may assume 
without loss of generality that  u(t) > O, u(mt) > 0, and u(g(t)) > 0 on IT, c~) for some T > to. It 
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is easy that u'(t) > 0 for t _> T. By (2.6) and the fact that g(t) < ct + k <_ mt for all sufficiently 
large t, we have 
[lu'(t)l sgn u'(t)]' + q(t)f (u (g(t))) < 0, for all sufficiently large t. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that equation (1.1) is nonoscillatory. | 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the differential equation 
(,y'(t), 1/4 sgn y'(t))' + At-7/s(t _ 2e3)-1/12 y(~.~t_ 2)1/4 sgn y (~-~t- 2 ) - -0 ,  (2.8) 
where ~/25  < A < ~/25  is a constant. It is clear that [8, Theorem 3] cannot be applied 
to equation (2.8). Moreover, 
lim inf ta+lq(t) = lim sup ta+lq(t) = A, 
t--*CO $---*OO 
it follows from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 that equation (2.8) is oscillatory if
A>- -  
18 ' 
and nonoscillatory if 
A<- -  
18 
We note that equation (2.8) has a nonoscillatory solution y(t) = ~/t if A = 4 2v/2~/18. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Consider the differential equation 
{[y ' ( t ) ]4sgny' ( t )} '+At-7/3(e3/4t+2)-S/3y4(e3/4t+2) sgny(e3 /4t+2)=O,  (2.9) 
where 1024/3125e < A < 1024e2/3125 is a constant. It is clear that [8, Theorem 2] cannot be 
applied to equation (2.9). Moreover, 
liminf ta+lq(t) = limsup ta+lq(t) = A 
t--*oo t --*oo e 2 ' 
it follows from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 that equation (2.9) is oscillatory if
64 
243 '
and nonoscillatory if 
64 A<- -  
243" 
We note that equation (2.9) has a nonoscillatory solution y(t) = v/3t 2 if A = 64/243. 
3. MORE RESULTS 
In [10], Mahfoud considered the Euler differential equation with constant delay of the form 
t - v, that is, 
A 
y"(t) +  y(t - = 0, t > to > > 0, 
and obtained that the delay does not effect he oscillation. In other words, this equation oscillates 
if and only if the corresponding equation without delay 
y"(t) + ~ y(t) = 0 
oscillates, that is, if and only if 
1 
A>- .  
4 
In order to extend the above result, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.1. (See [2, Theorem 3.2].) The differential equation 
[r(t) Ix'(t)l ~ sgn x ' ( t ) l '  + c ( t ) l x ( t ) l  ~ sgn  x ( t )  = 0 
is nonoscillatory if and only if there ex/st a number T >_ to and a function v • C 1 [to, co) such 
that 
v'(t) + c(t) + ar-i/"(t)lv(t)[ ("+1)/" <_ O, 
where r(t) • Cl([t0, co); (0, co)) and e(t) • C[to, co). 
THEOREM 3.2. Consider the following differential equations: 
[ly'(t)l ~ sgn y'(t)] p -t- q(t)ly(t - ~-)l ~ sgn y(t - T) = 0 (3.1) 
and 
[[x'(t)l ~ sgn x'(t)] t + q(t)[x(t)l ~ sgn x(t) = 0, (3.2) 
where T > 0 and q ( t ) E C([t0, co); (0, co)). Then equation (3.1) is nonoseillatory if and only if 
equation (3.2) is nonoscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose that equation (3.2) has a nonoseillatory solution x(t). Without loss of gener- 
ality, we may assume that x(t) > 0 and x(t - T) > 0 on [T, co) for some T >_ to. Since (3.2) 
implies that x'(t) is decreasing for t >_ T, xP(t) is eventually one-signed, that is, either x'(t) > 0 
for t _> T or there is T1 _> T such that x'(t) < 0 for t _> T1. The latter case is impossible, for 
if x'(t) < 0 for t >_ T1, then, integrating the inequality x~(t) <_ x'(T1), t _> T1, from T1 to t and 
letting t --~ co, we see that x(t) -* - co  as t --* co, which contradicts the assumed positivity 
of x(t). Thus, x~(t) > 0 for t _> T. It follows from (3.2) that 
[]x'(t)l ~ sgn x'(t)] '  + q(t ) Ix ( t  - r)[ ~ sgn z (t - r)  _< 0, t > T + r. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, equation (3.1) has an eventually positive solution. This implies that 
equation (3.1) is nonoscillatory. 
Conversely, suppose that equation (3.1) is nonoscillatory. We may assume without loss of 
generality that equation (3.1) has a positive solution y(t) with y(t - 7) > 0 on [T, co) for some 
T >_ to. Since (3.1) implies that y'(t) is decreasing for t > T, y'(t) is eventually one-signed, that 
is, either y'(t) > 0 for t _> T or there is T1 _> T such that y(t) < 0 for t R T1. The latter case 
is impossible, for if y'(t) < 0 for t > T~, then, integrating the inequality '(t) <_ y'(T1), t > T1, 
from T1 to t and letting t --* co, we see that y(t) --* -co as t --* oo, which contradicts the assumed 
positivity of y(t). Thus, y'(t) > 0 for t _> T. Let 
ly'(t)l ~ sgn y'(t) 
v(t) = ly ( t _  T)Ic ~ sgn y( t -  7)" 
Then 
v'  (t)  = -q ( t )  - a [y'(t)] ~ y'  (t - T) [y(t  -- r)] -~-1  
<_ - -q( t )  -- a [v(t)] (~+1)/~ ,
which implies 
v'(t) + q(t) + a Iv(t)] (~+1)/~ <_ O. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that equation (3.2) is nonoscillatory. 
AHL 11: I-D 
| 
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THEOREM 3.3. Consider the differential equations (3.2) and 
[ly'(t)l ~ sgn y'(t)]' + q(t)ly(t + T)I ~ sgn y(t + T) = 0, (3.3) 
where T > 0 and q(t) E C([t0, co); (0, co)). Then equation (3.3) is nonoscillatory if  and only if  
equation (3.2) is nonoscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose that equation (3.3) has a nonoscillatory solution y(t). Without loss of gener- 
ality, we may assume that y(t) > 0 on [T, co) for some T >_ to. Since (3.3) implies that y'(t) is 
decreasing for t >_ T, y'(t) is eventually one-signed, that is, either y'(t) > 0 for t >_ T or there is 
Ti _> T such that y'(t) < 0 for t _> Ti. The latter case is impossible, for if y'(t) < 0 for t _> T1, 
then, integrating the inequality '(t) <_ y'(Ti), t >_ T1, from T1 to t and letting t --* co, we see 
that y(t) ~ -co  as t ---* co, which contradicts the assumed positivity of y(t). Thus, y'(t) > 0 for 
t _> T. It follows from (3.3) that 
[ly'(t)l  ~ sgn y'(t)]' + q(t)ly(t)l ~ sgn y(t) <_ O, t >_ r .  
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, equation (3.2) has an eventually positive solution. This implies that 
equation (3.2) is nonoscillatory. 
Conversely, suppose that equation (3.2) is nonoscillatory. We may assume without loss of 
generality that equation (3.2) has a solution x(t) with x(t) > 0 for t _> T, for some T _> to. 
Since (3.2) implies that x'(t) is decreasing for t >_ T, x'(t) is eventually one-signed, that is, either 
x'(t) > 0 for t _> T or there is Ti _> T such that x'(t) < 0 for t _> T1. The latter case is impossible, 
for if x'(t) < 0 for t >_ Ti, then, integrating the inequality x'(t) <<_ x'(Ti), t _> Ti, from 7'1 to t 
and letting t --* co, we see that x(t) --* - co  as t --~ co, which contradicts the assumed positivity 
of x(t). Thus, x'(t) > 0 for t _> T. Integrating (3.2) over [t, co), we have 
[x ' ( t ) ]  ~ = w + q(s) I x (s ) ]  ~ ds, t >_ T, 
where w = limt-,oo [x'(t)] a >_ 0. Since x'(t) is decreasing for t >_ T, 
which implies that 
f 
oo  
[x'(t - T)] ~ > W + q(s) [X(S)]" ds, 
z'  (t - r )  >_ • + q(s)[z(s)]  ~ ds , 
An integration of the above inequality over [T + ~-, t] yields 
: ) x(t - T) >_ x(T) + w + q(() [x(()]" d( 
+r 
Let /: ( fsc~ )l/ct 
v(t) = x(T) + w + q(() [x(~)]" d~ 
+'r 
Then 0 < v(t) <_ x(t - T) and 
t _> T+r ,  
{ [v'(t)]" }' = -q(t)  [x(t)]~, 
ds, 
t>_T+r .  
ds, t>_T+r .  
which implies 
{[v'(t)l~}' + q(t)[v(t + v)l ~ _< 0, 
for t _> T + r. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that equation (3.3) has an eventually positive solution. 
Thus, equation (3.3) is nonoscillatory. | 
t>_T+r .  
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